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Abstract
Using traditional ways of handling test cases often hampers maintenance and re-use. One main reason is
that test cases are produced with a project scope, while the contents in the test cases should evolve with the
requirements on the product instead of a single project.
In this work we describe a database model for test case storage, which supports effective re-use and
management of test cases and test scripts. Integrated in the model is also support for status tracking of
product quality and test-project progress. One of the benefits with using this database organization is the
modularization of test cases and test scripts, which allows a mix of storage and execution strategies to coexist. We also describe an inexpensive and simple method to evaluate most of the benefits of the database
model. To use this method, an operating system supporting links and version handling are the only
requirements. Finally we describe some experiences from a custom-designed tool, with a full
implementation of the database model, and compare it with some commercially available tools.
Our main conclusion is that applying a database strategy to the management of test cases is beneficial to
both current and future projects. Recognizing that some test artifacts are product related while other test
artifacts are project related, improves the structure of the underlying database model, as well as
simplifying maintenance and re-use of the test artifacts.

1 Introduction
Lots of resources in a system development project are devoted to testing [Bei90]. The five phases of a
testing project, defined in the British Standards Institution (BSI) standard BS7925-2 [BS98b], are planning,
specification, execution, recording, and check for completion. Undoubtedly, specification and execution are
the two most time consuming activities. Thus, test process improvement attempts targeted towards these
activities should have the largest potential. Traditionally, focus has been on improving the execution phase.
Mostly this is due to the interest in automation of [parts of] the test execution through the use of various
test execution tools. The abundance of commercial test execution tools is one piece of evidence of this.
Methods of improving the specification phase have not been explored to the same extent. General attempts
to improve the methods of this phase have focused more on test quality than on efficiency. One example of
this is the vast amount of test case selection methods, which increase the objectivity of the testing, thus
increasing the test quality. Efforts on increasing the efficiency in the specification phase has mostly been
focused on automatic derivation of test cases but these efforts have only reached limited success. There are
at least two major difficulties. First, for a tool to be able to automatically generate test cases, requirements
need to be expressed in some formal or semi-formal form. Second, even if test cases can be automatically
generated, there is still the oracle problem, i.e., the problem of foreseeing the correct expected behavior.

In this paper we take another approach for making test case specification more efficient. We organize test
cases in a database, which will enable easy re-use and maintenance of test cases while providing
traceability and easy progress reporting of project status. Thus, the focus of this work is neither on
automatic generation of test cases, nor the automatic execution of test cases, although nothing in this work
contradicts these things from also being focused on.
A well-known feature of automation in general, and automation of test case execution, in particular is that
the investment will not start to pay-off until in the second or third iteration. This is also true for the ideas
presented in this work. Substantial time-savings, by applying these ideas will not materialize until the time
a test case can be re-used. However, except for the initial cost of setting up the database in the first place,
populating the database with new test cases will not cost more than the cost of writing the test cases the
ordinary way. Consequently a test case database approach can be easily motivated. A positive spin-off
effect of organizing test cases in databases is that maintenance testing may also benefit from this by easy
access to the correct versions of the test cases for a particular version of a product.
The introduction of a test case database is no different from the introduction of any other test tool. In his
report of test automation in Swedish industry, Bereza [BJ00] stresses that automating chaos will only faster
lead to chaos. Thus, we draw the conclusion, that in order for the introduction of a test case database to be
successful, a process for test case development should already be in place.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some basic definitions and assumptions essential for
this work. In section 3, we define and motivate a number of fundamental requirements of a test case
database. In section Error! Reference source not found., we gradually build up a logical database model,
while showing how the requirements from the previous section can be incorporated. Section 5 describes
how the model, with some restrictions can be implemented only using an ordinary file system, which
supports links and some type of revision handling. Section 6 briefly describes a custom-designed full
implementation of the database model, and in section 7 some related work is mentioned. Finally, section 8
contains some conclusions and final remarks.

2 Definitions and Assumptions
Within the testing community numerous attempts have been made to define terms and concepts. To
simplify the reasoning in this paper, we have decided to follow the British Standards Institution (BSI)
BS7925-1standard glossary of terms used in software testing [BS98a] wherever nothing else is specified.
However, since this work is based on an actual test case database implementation, we decided to maintain
some of the terms and concepts from this development. To be as clear as possible, we will supply
definitions and explanations of acronyms more often than usual.
In the remainder of this work, a TCS (Test Case Specification) is a description of what to test. Although a
TCS is usually expressed in natural language, the applicability of our ideas is not limited to this, but will
also work for test cases expressed more formally. The minimum requirements of a TCS are to contain
preconditions, i.e., what must hold before the test case can be executed, actions taken during test case
execution, and the expected result of the test case [Bei90]. Other common requirements of a TCS are to
have a unique identifier, a heading that describes the important properties of the test case, and a purpose for
the test case, for instance a reference to a requirement, etc. In this work we have not assumed fixed contents
of a test case. Instead we will demonstrate how to tailor the database to fit the existing test case contents.
As we have assumed that a TCS only describes what to test, we also need to describe how to perform the
test. We call this description a TCI (Test Case Instruction). A TCI either contains a sequence of steps to
perform in the case of manual test execution, or a program/script in the case of automatic test case
execution. We do not make any assumptions of the format of the test instruction, although the presented
ideas aim towards automatic testing. If only manual test execution is used, the database model can be
somewhat simplified, which will be indicated towards the end of this paper.
Sometimes there is an argument for combining the information in the TCS and the TCI. The main
motivation for that is that it is easy to forget to update multiple sources, should a change be necessary. We

acknowledge this problem, and suggest a reminder functionality be built into the database interface to aid
the maintenance of the TCSs and TCIs in the database. The main reason for keeping TCSs and TCIs as
separate entities is that a one-to-one correspondence between these two entities does not necessarily exist.
Consider a TCS in which the maximum number of concurrent calls through a telephone switch should be
tested, and suppose that there exists several configurations of the switch with different capabilities. Thus,
there might be a need for multiple TCIs for the same TCS. A document containing a collection of TCSs is
called TS (Test Specification) and the corresponding document for TCIs is called TI (Test Instruction).
The terms testware and test artifacts will be used interchangeably in this work to denote all the different
products, e.g., test cases, test results, and test plans, that are produced by a test project.

3 Requirements on a test case database
The following sections will summarize and motivate some important requirements on a test case database.
Each stated requirement has an associated tag that will be used in later sections as cross-references to
illustrate how this particular requirement is satisfied in the final database implementation. Certainly there
will be many more requirements on a real implementation than can be expressed below. The reason for
selecting this particular subset of requirements is that they help illustrate the main design issues of the test
case database.

3.1

Product and Project Artifacts

One of the most fundamental parts of this work is the realizing that parts of the testware are product related
and other parts are project related. This is important since the product related testware should live and
develop during several projects while project related testware is important in a particular project, but once
the project is closed, this part of the testware is of less importance. To illustrate this problem, consider a
test case designed to test a particular requirement. This requirement is implemented in a whole family of
products. The TCS of the test case is obviously related to the requirement, and should remain constant as
long as the requirement is stable. In other words, no matter which product is currently being tested, the TCS
remains the same, and if a new product should be developed with this requirement, it should be perfectly
feasible to re-use the TCS. Thus, we draw the conclusion that a TCS is product rather than project related.
Now, consider a project in which a test case is executed. The result from executing the test case is either
pass or fail. In either case, this is valuable information when a release decision should be taken for the
product. However, once the product has been released the result from executing a particular test case is of
less value for future products. In particular, there can be no guarantees that the same test case will yield the
same results in different projects. Thus, we draw the conclusion that the result of a test case execution is
project rather than product related. Hence we have shown that a test case contains both product and project
related information.
From the above discussion we can deduce that TCSs should evolve with their associated requirements.
However, the set of test cases applicable in a project is normally maintained in a document called TS (Test
Specification). This means that the TS is a project related test artifact. Apart from being a means of storage,
the primary benefits of a TS, are that it appoints a set of test cases to be executed, it simplifies reviews of
test cases, and it enables test execution without access to the test specification in electronic form. All these
benefits can be preserved even if a database is used for storing the test cases as long as there is a logical
concept of a TS in the database, which enables the printing of a test specification. Thus we require the
possibility to generate a test specification from the database repository (REQ_1A).
With a similar discussion applied to the test case instruction, it may be deduced that a TI (Test Instruction)
is project related, and should have the possibility to be automatically generated (REQ_1B). An obvious
requirement of the test database is also that all test artifacts stored in the database should have unique
identities (REQ_2).

3.2

Traceability

Requirement traceability is often used in development projects. Among the benefits are the possibility to
make completeness controls of a lower design level, impact analysis of a suggested requirements change
and the tracking of faulty products. Requirements traceability is normally handled in some kind of tool,
where relations between requirements can be expressed. Many testing techniques derive test cases from

requirements, making test case traceability with respect to requirements an obvious extension to
requirement traceability. Thus, the test case database should include support for traceability between
requirements and test cases (REQ_3). Requirements are not the only type of information that is desirable to
maintain in relation to a test case. Whenever a test case is executed in a project, There should be
possibilities to store a test case result (pass/fail) in context of a project (REQ_4). Furthermore, in the case
of a failure, there should be possibilities to store a reference to an error report for a test case in a project
context (REQ_5). During execution it is likely that a log is produced by the test object, thus a test case
should include support for referencing the log(s) where this test case has been part of the execution
(REQ_6).
Finally, as it is impossible to foresee future needs in the area of test case related information, there should
be some general purpose attributes of a test case (REQ_7).

3.3

Workflow and Search Mechanisms

Test Case
Specification
Project Definition
and Planning
Test Case
Execution
Logging
Checking for
completion
Time

Figure 1 Possible timing relation among the activities of a test process.

Figure 1 shows different activities in the test process from BS 7925-2[BS98b], and a possible relation
among them with respect to calendar time. An important issue with this picture is the fact that some test
cases are specified in advance of the definition of the project in which they are executed. The obvious
example of such a scenario, is the re-use of test cases from earlier projects. Later on in the process, a
project is defined. Old existing test cases are associated to this project, and more test cases are specified
within the scope of this project. For a test case database to support these ways of working we have a
number of requirements that needs to be fulfilled. First of all, product related artifacts, e.g., TCS and TCI
should be able to exist stand-alone in the test case database (REQ_8). When associating existing test cases
to a new project there needs to be a general search mechanism to locate possible test case candidates
(REQ_9). Each project should have its own scope (REQ_10), and any product related artifact can be
associated to any number of projects (REQ_11).

3.4

Status Reporting

As can be seen in Figure 1, the checking for test completion can be made more than once. Often the
completion criteria of a test project consist of several different requirements, e.g., a certain amount of
structural coverage, a certain amount of functional coverage, and some sort of test object quality
estimation. A common way of estimating the test object quality is to require a certain number of test cases

to be executed with a passing result. Thus for a test case database to be useful during test completion
checking, it should be possible to find the number of test cases planned and so far executed in a specific
project (REQ_12). Furthermore, the test case database should provide the means for reporting different
aspects of the product status, e.g., pass/fail information (REQ_13).

3.5

Version handling

As an existing product evolves over time, it is not unlikely that some requirements need to be changed.
This will automatically trigger a change of the product related test artifacts, as testing needs to be
performed on the updated product with valid test cases. This scenario suggests that the test case database
need to support updates of test cases and other test artifacts. However, the situation may be more complex
than this. Imagine that while testing the new version of the product with the updated test cases, an urgent
problem occurs in an old version of the product at the customer site. This problem requires an immediate
correction with complementary regression testing, using the old versions of the test cases. Thus the
conclusion is that the test case database needs to support real version handling of the test artifacts
(REQ_14).

3.6

Properties of test scripts

When testing, it is not uncommon with several test cases only differing in the input values and expected
output. For instance, the use of boundary value analysis as test case generation strategy may yield test
cases, which only differ in input and expected output. If automatic test case execution is used, via some
scripting language, a desired property of a test script language is parameterization. This property will help
testers to make test scripts more maintainable since the code of a test script is not copied for each instance
of the test case. From this follows that the test case database should support parameterized test scripts
(REQ_15). Furthermore, as different test cases might contain common parts, procedure calls might be
beneficial to the tester, in order to increase the maintainability of the testware. Thus, the test case database
should support procedure calls (REQ_16).
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Figure 2 Relation between test case specification and test case instruction entities

Regardless of the possible support for procedure calls in the scripting language, both construction and
maintenance of test scripts can benefit from organizing test scripts according to a predefined structure.
Such a structure could for instance support the separation of setup actions, actual test actions, and restore
actions. One motive for this is that there are likely to be several test cases that require the same setup and

restore actions. Another motive is that the actual test case module often contains comparisons between
actual and expected results. Such modules may therefore require a different structure than the setup and
restore modules. Thus, we arrive at the conclusion that the test case database should support a modular test
script organization (REQ_17).

4 Logical Model
This chapter will step by step introduce a logical database model, in a form that resembles an entityrelationship model. As the model is developed, the requirements from the previous section will be
incorporated. Whenever a particular requirement is motivated in the database model, this is indicated, to
simplify the understanding. The concepts are introduced via figures. In the navigation bar, the concerned
parts of the logical database model are displayed by highlighting the corresponding entities. A complete
version of the database model, which is the source of the navigation aid in the figures, can be found in
appendix A. The bold borders of an entity indicates that this entity contain product related information, and
should be version handled.

4.1

Fundamental Concept

The central item of a test case database is obviously the test case. As been described earlier, we favor the
separation of the what- and how-parts of a test case. Thus it seems natural to start the modeling of the
database by introducing TCS (Test Case Specification) and TCI (Test Case Instruction) entities. Of course
there is a natural relation between these two entities, since the TCS contains what to test and the TCI
contains how to perform that test. Figure 2 illustrates this relation. In the figure, the attributes of the TCS
are highlighted. Among these attributes, there is a possibility to store references to requirements tested by
that TCS (REQ_3). Another attribute that might be interesting to store in the TCS is some kind of
indication of which feature or functional area the test case belongs too. With the right type of attributes and
a general search mechanism over the attributes and the contents of the database items, re-use of existing
test cases is greatly simplified (REQ_9). As these entities are explicitly modeled in the database, there is no
need to define a project before populating the database with TCS and TCI items (REQ_8).

4.2

Defining a Project

PROJ

Navigation
PROJ

TCS
Attr

Figure 3 Naïve relation between project and test case specification entities
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The next step is to introduce the possibility of association of a test case to a project. The naïve idea is to
create a PROJ (project) entity and create a relation between the project and the TCS entities, as indicated in
Figure 3. However there are a few problems with this solution. First, we might want to organize test cases
in different sets, for instance with respect to which feature a particular test case is aimed at testing. This is
traditionally accomplished by collecting the test cases in test specifications. In such solution, each test
specification contains all test cases of a certain kind, e.g., some functionality, or a regression suite. Second,
the same test case might be included in several different projects at the same time, and we want to be able
to report test results independently in each project.
By using a database solution, each item of the database will be assigned a unique key (REQ_2) to
distinguish it from the other items of the database. The choice of implicit or explicit keys is left to the
individual implementation. Some companies may already have unique identities on each test artifact. Then
these keys can be re-used. Other companies will need to implement a function to assign these keys.
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Figure 4 Introduction of test specification (TS) in naïve solution

By introducing a TS (Test Specification) entity between the PROJ and the TCS entities, the problem of
supporting different sets of test cases can be solved. This is indicated in Figure 4. The most important
contents of a TS entity is a set of references to the test cases included in that TS. This means that the TS is
not dependent on the product but only on the project since the TS itself does not contain any product data.
Another advantage with this strategy is that it allows arbitrary TS organizations, which may differ between
different projects. Furthermore, it even allows several TS items in the same project to (partly) contain the
same test cases. Examples when this is desired are when we want to have a separate regression test
specification containing a subset of the existing test cases, or when load tests in a separate test specification
use some of the test cases defined for functional testing.
Of course it is possible to also include some attributes in the TS entity. Such attributes may for instance be
document id, author and revision information. However, an important thing to remember is not to mix
product and project related information.

With this solution, where a TS item contains a set of references to test cases and possibly some attributes, it
is very easy to automatically generate a paper version of a test specification. By printing the values of the
attributes of the particular TS item together with the contents of all the referenced TCS items the TS is
complete (REQ_1A). Using the same technique, but following the references from the TCS to the TCI it is
also possible to generate a crude version of a test instruction (REQ_1B). In later sections, the contents of
the test instruction will be refined, but if manual test execution is dominating, the functionality introduced
up to this point is sufficient. However, the introduction of the TS entity, does not solve the problem of
results reporting on individual and project specific test cases.
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Figure 5 Final solution of relation between project and test case

To solve this problem we need to introduce an extra entity between the test specification and the test case
specification. We simply call this entity TC (Test Case). The main function of this entity is to keep the
project related information of a test case separate from the product related test case information already
kept by the TCS entity. This is illustrated in Figure 5. This means that, while test execution results, e.g.,
pass/fail information (REQ_4) and references to error reports (REQ_5), may be stored as attributes in the
TC, requirement references are stored in the TCS, as previously described. Since the TC already contains a
number of project specific attributes, this is the perfect place to add some general purpose attributes
(REQ_7) to cater for future needs.

The final structure of this part of the test case database model is thus, to have one PROJ item for each
project in the company. A PROJ item may contain an arbitrary number of references to TS items,
implementing separate scopes of each project (REQ_10). Each TS item corresponds to a test specification.
A TS item, in turn, may contain an arbitrary number of references to TC items, where each TC item
contains one and only one reference to a TCS. Note that although a TC item may only reference one single
TCS item, there is nothing to prevent that several different TC items reference the same TCS item, thus the
same TCS can be used in several different test specifications in the same or different projects (REQ_11).
Using this chain of references starting from a project item, it is also possible to query the database for
information such as planned and, thus far executed test cases (REQ_12). Also note that the introduction of
the TC entity in the model does not destroy the possibility of automatically generating paper versions of
test specifications and test instructions.

4.3

Elaborating on Test Script
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Figure 6 Solution in part for modularized test script

Up to this point, the modularization of test scripts has been ignored. If the test execution is only performed
manually, with step-by-step instructions being the contents of the test instructions, it is quite enough using
the TCI as described above. However, if the test execution is automated, using some kind of scripting
language, then the following extensions of the test database should be considered.
As stated in the requirements there is often a need to parameterize the test cases by the separation of code
and data. To solve this problem, a TCD (Test Case Data) entity is introduced in the database (REQ_15).
The contents of a TCD item can be described as the values of the parameters that are to be used during the
execution of a TCI item. As the idea with parameterization is to re-use the code, there can be several
different TCD items that can be used with the same TCI item. Here we regard two executions of the same
TCI item with different TCD items as separate test cases. Thus, the natural place in the database model for
the TCD entity is to associate it with the TC entity, using a one-to-one relationship, which is illustrated in
Figure 6.
Sometimes test cases are constructed, to require the test object to be forced into a starting state, before the
execution of the actual test case can be commenced. When automatic test case execution is used, this may
be accomplished by using a special setup script, tailored to suite the particular test case. In the same

manner, a restore script can be employed after the execution of a test case to restore the state of the test
object to basic state, from which the prepare script of the next test case can be started. To illustrate these
concepts consider the scenario in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 Illustration of the use of Local Setup and Local Restore actions

Suppose we want to test the transitions i2 and i3. For testing i2 we need the test object in state S0 prior to the
test case execution. After the test is executed the test object state will be S3. Thus, we need to construct a
restore script to return the test object state to S0. For testing the i3 transition, we need the test object in state
S2. This is accomplished by using the set-up script. To restore the test object state after the test execution,
the same restore script as in the previous test case can be used. This illustrates some interesting points.
First, by using the same start and end state for all test cases, arbitrary test cases can be executed in arbitrary
order. Second, it is evident that setup and restore scripts may be re-used for several test cases, which is an
argument for separation of these scripts and the actual test case. Third, assuming that we have test cases
and test scripts organized in modules, as described above, then there is an option to substitute some setup
and restore scripts with actual test cases, if that is desired. The conclusion is that modularizing the scripts,
supports flexibility in the execution. To handle setup and restore scripts in the database, we introduce LS
(Local Setup) and LR (Local Restore) entities.
As the same setup and restore scripts may be used several times with different TCI items, but only one
setup and one restore script for each test case, the natural place in the database model for these entities is
associated to the TC entity, as displayed in Figure 6.
The effect of organizing the database in the manner just described is that the database does not impose any
requirements on how to structure the test scripts. If parameterization of test scripts is not available, or not
desired the TCD entity can just be omitted, and if the setup and restore actions are built directly into the test
scripts, these entities may also be ignored. The database organization even permits a mix of strategies,
where some test cases require explicit TCD, LS, and LR items and other test cases have everything built
into the TCI directly.
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Figure 8 Full solution for modularized test script

In some cases there might be global setup and restore routines valid for all test cases in an entire test
specification. Imagine for instance all test cases in a stress test using the same background load. A script to
start a load generator for that load would be generic for all test cases in that test specification. Thus, we also
introduce the two database entities GS (Global Setup) and GR (Global Restore). As these entities are
common for all test cases in an entire test specification, we have decided to associate these entities with the
test specification, shown in Figure 8.
The final part of the discussion of the modularization of the test scripts concerns procedures. Some
scripting languages will allow procedure or function calls within the script itself, that is why it might be
convenient to include a separate database entity for procedures called PROC (REQ_16). Procedures are
used when several test scripts contain identical parts. These parts may then be broken out into separate
procedures, which are called from the different scripts at appropriate times. Procedure calls may be used in
any script module containing code, i.e., TCI, LS, LR, GS and GR. Procedure calls in most languages, are
usually made by name, i.e., the name of the procedure is the unique identifier of the procedure. This means
that the relation between the caller and the callee is already implicitly built into the model. Thus, we have
included a procedure entity in the database model without any explicit relations to any other entity of the
database.
With the entities introduced above, we conclude that the database model fully supports a modular test script
organization (REQ_17).

4.4

Test Execution and Results Reporting
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Figure 9 Storage of test execution results in the test case database

As described earlier, the database model supports automatic generation of test instructions, by following
the appropriate relations in the model, and possibly resolving procedure calls. If we assume that each test
case has implicit or explicit setup and restore actions associated, as described above, then the order of
execution of the different test case is potentially independent. This means that, if every test case starts and
stops in the same test object state, then we can execute the different test cases in arbitrary order, and we
might even chose to select only a subset of test cases for execution. The database model, described in this
paper, clearly supports arbitrary selection and ordering of test cases. However, from a test reporting
perspective, it is important to keep track of what has been done and also to be able to recreate previous
results. Thus, for a database solution to be complete with respect to test case selection and ordering, the
database also need to support storage of generated sequences of test cases, and the results from executing
these. We have built this functionality into the test case database by introducing a TI (Test Instruction)
entity and a LOG entity. The TI is responsible for storage of test script sequences, where a test script
sequence is automatically assembled from the different test script items directly or indirectly referenced by
a certain TS. The LOG entity is responsible for storing the results, i.e., log files from the execution of a
certain TI.
When deciding upon a selection of test cases to be executed, the basis is the test specification, since it holds
all the test cases possible to choose from. The natural place for the TI entity is thus related to the TS entity.
A TS item may reference an arbitrary number of TI items since the same test specification can be the base
for several test instructions by varying the [order of] the included test cases. An important observation is
that a TI item need not contain the actual test script. It only needs to contain the identities of the included
test cases, and the order of execution of these, since the complete test script always can be (re-)generated
from this information.

When executing a test instruction there are usually several types of results. Pass/fail information and error
reports have already been discussed when describing the TC entity. Logs are another type of results that
usually contain information generated by the test object during the test execution. A log is thus dependent
on the test instruction used, but each time a test instruction is executed, a new log will be produced. From
this we decided to let the TI entity relate to the LOG entitiy, with a one-to-many relation. The LOG entity
may either contain a simple file reference or the complete log, depending on the storage capacity of the
database. The final result is that we have a test case database where it is possible to report and store
different types of test result based on the execution of test cases (REQ_13). These results can then be
presented either from a project perspective or from the basis of a certain test case (REQ_6).

5 Minimal implementation
In this section we present how some of the ideas presented in this paper can be evaluated at a very low cost,
by making a small trial implementation. The only prerequisite of this minimal implementation is access to
an operating system supporting links and a version control system, e.g., Unix with ClearCase. The idea is to
realize the relations in the database through two parallel hierarchies of directory structures, where the
connection between these two structures is implemented by soft links.
The main drawback with this minimal implementation, apart from being crude, is the lack of support for
automatic generation of TS and TI documents and the problem of accessing status information. However,
since the artifacts of this implementation are the same as for the full implementation, the work invested in
such a pilot implementation, is easily regained in a full scale implementation, by just moving the artifacts
as they are into the new system.
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Figure 10 Product related test case hierarchy

The first step is to implement a tree structure where the different product related database entities, e.g.,
TCS, TCI, LS, LR, etc are maintained in different sub-trees of the structure. Files in this product structure
should be kept under version control, and through some basic operating system supported search
mechanism desired files can be located whenever needed.

Any product structure existing within the company may form the basis for such a tree structure. In our
example, we use a five level directory hierarchy for the product related directory tree. To simplify the
picture, Figure 10, shows such a tree with only TCS and TCI entities indicated. However, the idea is the
same for all product related entities. The top level of the product hierarchy is a representation of an entire
product or product family. The second level set of directories splits the product up into features or
functions. The primary motivation of this level, is to narrow the search space, when a certain test case is
looked for. The third level in the product hierarchy is the test case level. Each test case belonging to a
certain feature is allocated a directory of its own in the sub-tree of that feature. The main motive of the test
case level of the hierarchy is to implement the TCS-TCI relation in the database model previously
introduced. Thus, a test case directory contains one TCS and one TCI directory, where these two subdirectories implement the what and the how of a test case. Note that the test case directory is not the same
as the TC entity in the database model. The TC entity in the database model is project related, while this
test case directory only exist for the purpose of keeping related TCS and TCI items together.
In the normal case, the TCI directory contains one text file, implementing the script or the manual
instructions of the test case. However, if there are multiple versions of the script, all versions are stored in
the same directory.
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Figure 11 Project related hierarchy superimposed on product related test case hierarchy

We store two text files in a TCS directory. One of the files contains the actual test case, and the other file
contains the product related attributes of that test case. Splitting this information into two files is mostly a

matter of taste, although for version handling purposes, it might be convenient to have the text of the test
case separate.
The next step is to create a project hierarchy in the file system, which is superimposed on the product
structure, using links. The top catalog of the project hierarchy corresponds to the PROJ entity of the test
case database, with one separate directory for each project in the company. In the second level of the
project hierarchy, folders corresponding to the TS entities are created. Thus, a project may contain a set of
test specifications. For each test case in the test specification, there should be a test case directory in the TS
directory. These test case directories correspond to the TC entity of the database model. To store the project
specific information, e.g., pass/fail results, the TC directory contains a text file. In addition to this text file,
there is a link to a test case directory in the product related file hierarchy. This link implements the relation
between the TC and the TCS in the database model, and hence, we have succeeded in implementing a file
structure where product and project artifacts can be separated, which is one of the main characteristics of
this work.

6 Full Implementation
An old incomplete version of a test case database, called Test Case Library (TCL) has been in use at
Ericsson Utvecklings AB Y/VF since 1990. The main task of this organization is to perform system tests of
computers in large telephone exchanges. Focus in the testing is on stress, performance and other nonfunctional tests, although some functional testing is also performed. The experiences from the use of TCL,
led to the realization that a modernization of the tool was needed. A requirements capturing project was
initiated, which in turn led to a full scale implementation project. The result of the implementation project
is a custom-design version of the test case database, called TCL 2000 [ER01]. Enea Redina, made the
implementation, which roughly consists of 500.000 lines of Java and SQL code, and has taken around one
man-year to develop. The contents of the old TCL database were converted to the new format dictated by
TCL 2000, and the tool itself was launched in May 2001, together with the start of a new large project.

GUI

Application Layer

Database

Figure 12 Architecture of TCL 2000

Figure 12 shows an overview of the architecture of TCL2000. Most of the intelligence, e.g., test script
generation, is built into the application layer. The database, built on the model presented in this work, is
extended with some minor application dependent features. The application layer contains most of the
intelligence for transforming the data of the database into desired formats. One such example is the logic
for compiling complete test scripts from the different test script modules in the database. Through the use
of the Ericsson internal scripting language Autosis, limited support for automatic test case execution has
been added to the tool. Another example of intelligence included in the application layer is the support for
iterations of test scripts. A key feature in stability testing is to run the same test cases over and over again,
to see that the test object can handle continuos load. The application layer contains an iteration facility

allowing the tester to force the test script generated to loop over test cases a predefined number of times.
The GUI is supported both in Windows and Unix environments.

7 Related work
7.1

Commercially available tools

A number of commercial alternatives exist, which implement some of the functionality described in this
paper. The advantage of the work presented in this paper over all the commercially available products is the
separation of the artifacts into project and product artifacts. This is an important difference, since it enables
the product related artifacts to be stored in a product structure simplifying the localization, thus the re-use
of the artifacts. This division also permits a controlled development of the product related artifacts as the
product itself evolves. The following sub-sections contain some highlights of some alternatives to the work
presented in this paper. Neither the list of tools, nor the description of each tool is complete. The purpose of
the description is merely to give the reader a hint of what exists.
7.1.1
TCS
Test Control System (TCS) by TESTMASTERS [Te01] supports a hierarchical organization of test cases
within a project. It also supports the division of test cases into what and how parts. Compared to the work
presented in this paper the major down sides of TCS are lack of revision handling and organization of test
artifacts that support both inter and intra project requirements at the same time.
7.1.2
Test Case Manager (TCM)
Test Case Manager (TCM) by Pierce Business Systems [PB01] is a freeware tool based on a Microsoft
access implementation. It is intended for small to midsized companies. The access source code is available
making it possible to make own adjustments to the implementation. TCM supports a hierarchical
organization of the test cases, but only with a project focus. Furthermore there is no support for version
handling of the test artifacts. TCM is also primarily intended for manual test execution, which is why there
is no support for modularization of different test script entities.
7.1.3
TestManager
TestManager by Rational [Rat01] is part of their integrated tool suite for testing. It offers much of the
functionality described in this paper. The major disadvantage with TestManager is the lack of distinction of
product and project artifacts. There is a possibility to organize test cases in an arbitrary manner within a
project, but no natural way of extending this organization across several projects. A consequence of this is
that re-use of test cases both within and across projects is only possible by making copies of the original
test case, which in turn leads to a multiple source update problem.
7.1.4
TestDirector
TestDirector by Mercury [Mer01] is a test tool, which coordinates support for requirements management,
test planning, test scheduling, test execution, and defect tracking. Test case organization is managed in a
user defined collapsible subject tree, but without support for either multiple roots of the tree, or version
handling. The main strength of TestDirector is the integration of the different functions into one single tool.

7.2

Research

A search in science citation index and other research databases reveals virtually no work done in the area of
test case maintenance.

8 Conclusions
In this work we have presented a logical database model for test artifacts. One of the aims with this
database model was to make maintenance and re-use of test cases easier than with a document based
storage. The single most important aspect of this work is the realization that some test artifacts are project
related, while other test artifacts are product related. In particular different attributes of the test case are
product and project related respectively, which led to the splitting of the test case into several different
database entities with relations between them. Further, to facilitate maintenance, we also introduced
revision handling of the product related artifacts. The model also supports the storing of test execution

results including logfiles generated by the test object. This facility helps integrating status reporting into the
tool. Status can be reported both on projects and products due to the separation of information in the
database.
The database model is kept generic without any conscious coupling to a particular type of test object, nor
any assumptions about scripting language or even automation of the testing. This means that an
implementation of a tool based on the database model presented, is likely to work in any test environment.
We have also shown that it is indeed possible to build a tool for test case management based on the
database model. Although the tool has only been in use some months, there are several positive experiences
reported. Some of these experiences are based on several years use of the old tool called TCL. For instance
reviews of the test cases have improved since the contents of a test case can be reviewed in isolation with
optimal staffing. Once each test case is reviewed and approved, a group of test cases can be reviewed for
coverage. In this review, no effort has to be spent on whether or not the test cases themselves are correct.
Another positive experience relates to the maintenance aspects of this work. Since it is easy to locate test
cases with a certain attribute, testers can use old test cases as templates for new ones during test case
development. This makes test case writing more efficient. Furthermore, the structure of the test cases
become more homogenous, which in turn helps knowledge transfer between different testers.
Finally, we have presented an inexpensive and simple way of evaluating some of the benefits of the logical
test case database model presented in the paper.
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Appendix A – Complete Database Model
This is the complete database model introduced in this paper.
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Appendix B – Overview of Requirements
The following list contains the requirements made explicit in section 3. Just as in that section the
requirements are ordered consecutively. As been pointed out previously, this is just a small subset of
requirements of a real implementation. The reason to use this particular set of requirements is to illustrate
some of the key features of the test case database.

Req. Id

Req. Text

REQ_1A

There should be support for generating a test specification from the database
repository.
3, 8
A test instruction is project related, and should have the possibility to be automatically
generated.
3, 8
All test artifacts stored in the database, should have unique identities.
3, 7
The test case database should include support for traceability between requirements
and test cases.
4, 6
There should be possibilities to store a test case result (pass/fail) in context of a project. 4, 8
There should be possibilities to store a reference to an error report for a test case in a
project context.
4, 8
A test case should include support for referencing the log(s) where this test case has
been part of the execution.
4, 13
There should be some general purpose attributes of a test case.
4, 8
Product related artifacts, e.g., TCS and TCI should be able to exist stand-alone in the
test case database.
4, 6
There needs to be a general search mechanism to locate possible test case candidates. 4, 6
Each project should have its own scope.
4, 9
Any product related artifact should be possible to be associated to any number of
projects.
4, 9
It should be possible to find the number of test cases planned and so far executed
in a specific project.
5, 9
The test case database should provide the means for reporting different aspects of the
product status e.g., pass/fail information.
5, 13
The test case database needs to support real version handling of the test artifacts.
5,
Error! Bookmark not defined.
The test case database should support parameterized test scripts.
5, 9
The test case database should support procedure calls.
5, 11
The test case database should support a modular test script organization.
Error!
Bookmark not defined., 11

REQ_1B
REQ_2
REQ_3
REQ_4
REQ_5
REQ_6
REQ_7
REQ_8
REQ_9
REQ_10
REQ_11
REQ_12
REQ_13
REQ_14
REQ_15
REQ_16
REQ_17
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Acronyms

GR - Global Restore
GS - Global Set-up
LOG - LOG file
LR - Local Restore
LS - Local Set-up
PROC - PROCedure
PROJ - PROJect
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Some Requirements - General

• All test artifacts should have unique identities and version
handling
• There needs to be a general search mechanism
• There should be some general purpose attributes of a test case
• The database repository should support automatic generating of
– Test specifications
– Test instructions
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Some Requirements - Product vs Project

• Each project should have its own scope
• Test cases should be possible to associate to any number of
projects, including none
• There should be support for status reporting
– Planned and executed test cases in a project
– Error report status for project and product

• The database should support
– parameterized test scripts
– test scripts with procedure calls
– modular test script organization
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Some Requirements - Traceability

• The test case database should include support for traceability of
– Test cases and requirements
– Test cases and test results
– Test cases and error reports
– Test cases and logs
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